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Abstract. This paper describes our work on the design and development of a spoken dialog system, which uses synthesized speech of various diﬀerent Viennese varieties. In a previous study we investigated the
usefulness of synthesis of varieties. The developed spoken dialog system
was especially designed for the diﬀerent personas that can be realized
with multiple varieties. This brings more realistic and fun-to-use spoken
dialog systems to the end user and can serve as speech-based user interface for blind users and users with visual impairment. The beneﬁts for
this group of users are the increased acceptability and also comprehensibility that comes about when the synthesized speech reﬂects the user’s
linguistic and/or social identity.
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1

Introduction

Speech varieties can be regarded as a primary means for expressing a persons social aﬃliation and identity. In the context of human computer interaction (HCI)
future applications that use speech as their main modality must be capable of
reproducing diﬀerent language varieties. As noted in [2] HCI must shift towards
a paradigm where technologies are available to support the production of culture
and identity. This is even more important as computers enter everyday life in a
more ubiquitous way. Future computers will not only serve as tools or provide
information, but will also be monitoring, participating and communicating with
users whose experience with such situations and interfaces may be low. Systems
that can adapt to the user by displaying a familiar cultural and social identity
will deﬁnitely increase the acceptance of such systems.
A second aspect, speciﬁcally relevant for blind users or users with visual impairment, is that the communicative modality based on spoken language has to
serve the needs for both, fast information transmission (fast speech) and comprehensibility. If a user with little experience is confronted with a system that
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speaks to her in a language variety that is not familiar to her, comprehensibility is likely to decrease, on a par with acceptability. In the case of a pluricentric
language like German, this is obviously the case - at present interfaces using synthetic speech are available, but only generating speech reﬂecting the standard
language spoken in Germany, not the standard spoken in Austria. Non standard
varieties are normally not even taken into consideration.
Within the project ”Viennese Sociolect and Dialect Synthesis” [1] we developed four synthetic voices, each of them representing a linguistic variety spoken
in Vienna. The voice representing Standard Austrian German is already integrated into a web-reader application.

2
2.1

Persona Design for Spoken Dialog Systems
Spoken Dialog Systems

Spoken dialog systems are computer programs that allow a user to interact with
a system using speech. Spoken dialog systems are the most advanced form of
voice user interfaces (VUI) [3] since they allow for full speech interaction. These
systems are composed of three main components: speech synthesis for generating
speech output, speech recognition for processing the acoustic input, and dialog
management. Equipped with speech synthesis the dialog system is able to transform text available in written form into spoken language. Speech recognition is
employed to transform spoken user utterances into written text or words using
grammars. The speech recognition component can also be extended by a natural
language understanding component. The dialog management component deﬁnes
the interaction behavior or dialog logic of the dialog system. A standardized definition language for spoken dialog systems is VoiceXML [7], a markup language
which is built around the web-based form ﬁlling paradigm. The main components of a VoiceXML application are prompts (deﬁne what is said), grammars
(deﬁne what can be said), and forms (deﬁne the dialog logic). Figure 1 in section 3 shows a state diagram of our dialog system. All green blocks are deﬁned
within one VoiceXML page using four diﬀerent forms. One form for the selection
of the restaurant and a separate form for each restaurant. Within a restaurant
form it is possible to make a phone call to the selected restaurant.
2.2

Persona Design

The personality or persona of a spoken dialog system must be considered , since
there is no such thing as a voice user interface with no personality [3]. The
perception of sociolectal and dialectal varieties inﬂuences our evaluation of a
speaker’s attributes like competence, intelligence, and friendliness. The persona
can be deﬁned as a standardized mental image of a personality or character that
users infer from the applications voice and language choices [3]. Speech synthesis
is an essential part of a spoken dialog system’s persona. In a previous study [4]
we found the following positive and negative attributes that are associated with
sociolect / dialect voices. It should be mentioned that this study was carried
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Table 1. Positive and negative attributes of sociolect / dialect voices
Positive (application)
fun (game)
optional (navigation)
personal (navigation)
regional (taxi)
democratic (administration)
persona (taxi)
tourist (district info)
lack of trust (administration)

Negative (application)
not respectable (banking)
not formal (banking)
not neutral (administration)
not intelligible (ﬂight domain)
non-native spk. (ﬂight domain)
lack of precision (health)
lack of prestige (banking)
lack of competence (health)

out with special focus on varieties within Austria, but it can be assumed that
the results will match users’ judgments about many dialect voices that stand in
opposition to an oﬃcially recognized standard variety.

3

Spoken Dialog System

Within our research project on synthesis of Viennese varieties [1] we developed
four synthetic voices that represent representative points in a 3-dimensional
space of language varieties, which is deﬁned through age, gender, and education [6].
1.
2.
3.
4.

Austrian German standard (35–50, male, +)
Viennese dialect (45–60, male, –)
Viennese youth language (15–25, female, +/-)
Viennese standard (55–70, female, +)

On the basis of this selection of prototypes, we created four diﬀerent personas
within our spoken dialog system. In the evaluation of possible scenarios [4] we
found that a restaurant information system is well suited for Viennese dialect
synthesis. The mapping of positive / negative properties to standard / dialect
served as design guideline for the dialog design. The speaker of the Austrian
standard variety (1) was used as a moderator, also providing some help functionality. Every other speaker recommends a diﬀerent type of restaurant, which
is associated with the speaker’s sociolect.
Figure 1 shows the VoiceXML [7] dialog ﬂow diagram for our regionalized
and localized restaurant guide. Speaker speciﬁc prompts were used for the dialog
Table 2. Sociolect / restaurant type association
Speaker sociolect
2. Viennese dialect
3. Viennese youth language
4. Viennese standard

Restaurant type
Viennese cooking
Low prices / cool places
Luxury restaurants
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Localization via
GPS, GSM or
street names

prompt.nomatch.in
tro.hpo

NO MATCH
prompt.intro.joe

prompt.intro
prompt.noinput.intr
o.hpo

NO INPUT

JOE
prompt.intro.hga

HPO

SPO Bitte
treffen sie ihre
Auswahl

HGA
ALL

prompt.intro.all

prompt.intro.hpo

prompt.rest.hpo

RESTAURANT NAME

prompt.rest.detail.hpo

NO MATCH OR NO INPUT
auf wiedersehen / goodbye

prompt.nomatch.hpo.1-3
prompt.noinput.hpo.1-3

prompt.goodbye.hpo

Verbinden / connect

prompt.verbinden.hpo

3 NO MATCH OR 3 NO INPUT

prompt.goodbye.grantig.hpo

ENDE / END

Fig. 1. VoiceXML dialog ﬂow

and no match / no input strategies. One additional dialog with all speakers and
interactions between them was also realized. On our project webpage [1] it is
possible to try out all four synthetic voices as well as the dialog system.

4

Blending between Standard and Dialect

To enable applications that use continuous varieties between standard and dialect we have investigated interpolation methods that can realize such in-between
varieties [5]. The blending between an Austrian German and Viennese utterance
is shown in Figure 2. This can be realized using the parametric synthesis method
of Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based speech synthesis. With this method it is
possible to interpolate models of diﬀerent varieties and thereby create in-between
varieties. By interpolating the duration model with a zero duration model we
can also model units that are present in one variety but not in the other (such as
vowel deletion/epenthesis) as shown in Figure 2. To model context-dependency
of units a broad linguistic context is taken into account consisting of linguistic
features on diﬀerent linguistic levels.
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Fig. 2. Blending between German “Und mit Gewicht bitte” and Viennese “Und mit
Qicht bitte”

These blending methods could be used in a dialect / sociolect adaptive spoken
dialog system. By using dialect recognition there could be even a matching of
the speaker’s dialect and the dialect of the spoken dialog system. In this way
it would be possible to gradually adapt to the user’s dialect. The variety of the
dialog system could be chosen to be similar [8] or diﬀerent from the speaker’s
variety. [8] shows that users prefer accents that are similar to their own accent.
This, however, is not necessarily true for dialects or sociolects.

5

Conclusion

We discussed the importance of regionalized adaptive user interfaces and showed
the design of a spoken dialog system that incorporates multiple varieties which
represent the sociolect space of Vienna. In future work we want to develop additional spoken dialog systems that are suitable for sociolect / dialect synthesis.
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Furthermore we also want to investigate less known varieties like Turkish-Viennese,
which enable new personas.
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